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Sideband cooling of micromechanical motion to the
quantum ground state
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The advent of laser cooling techniques revolutionized the study of
many atomic-scale systems, fuelling progress towards quantum
computing with trapped ions1 and generating new states of matter
with Bose–Einstein condensates2. Analogous cooling techniques3,4

can provide a general and flexible method of preparing macroscopic
objects in their motional ground state. Cavity optomechanical or
electromechanical systems achieve sideband cooling through the
strong interaction between light and motion5–15. However, entering
the quantum regime—in which a system has less than a single
quantum of motion—has been difficult because sideband cooling
has not sufficiently overwhelmed the coupling of low-frequency
mechanical systems to their hot environments. Here we demonstrate
sideband cooling of an approximately 10-MHz micromechanical
oscillator to the quantum ground state. This achievement required
a large electromechanical interaction, which was obtained by embed-
ding a micromechanical membrane into a superconducting micro-
wave resonant circuit. To verify the cooling of the membrane motion
to a phonon occupation of 0.34 6 0.05 phonons, we perform a near-
Heisenberg-limited position measurement3 within (5.1 6 0.4)h/2p,
where h is Planck’s constant. Furthermore, our device exhibits
strong coupling, allowing coherent exchange of microwave photons
and mechanical phonons16. Simultaneously achieving strong coup-
ling, ground state preparation and efficient measurement sets the
stage for rapid advances in the control and detection of non-classical
states of motion17,18, possibly even testing quantum theory itself in
the unexplored region of larger size and mass19. Because mechanical
oscillators can couple to light of any frequency, they could also serve
as a unique intermediary for transferring quantum information
between microwave and optical domains20.

A mechanical oscillator of high quality factor placed within the
quantum regime could allow us to explore quantum mechanics in
entirely new ways17–20. To do this requires the ability to prepare the
oscillator in its ground state, to arbitrarily control its quantum states,
and to detect these states near the Heisenberg limit. In addition, the
oscillator system should not be strongly perturbed by its environment
or any other extraneous influence, including dissipation or thermal
excitations. As a first step, the oscillator’s temperature T must be
reduced so that kBT , BVm, where Vm is the resonance frequency of
the oscillator, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, andB is h/2p. Although there
has been substantial progress in cooling mechanical oscillators with
radiation pressure forces, sideband cooling to the quantum mechanical
ground state has been a long-standing challenge. Cavity optomecha-
nical systems have realized very large sideband cooling rates9–13,15;
however, these rates are not sufficient to overcome the larger thermal
heating rates of the mechanical modes. Electromechanical experi-
ments using much lower-energy microwave photons5–8,14, although
simpler to operate below 100 mK, have suffered from weak electro-
mechanical interactions and inefficient detection of the photon fields.

In a unique approach, a system based on a high-frequency (6-GHz)
microwave dilatation oscillator was integrated with a superconducting

phase qubit21. Its high frequency offered the advantage of reaching the
ground state at relatively high temperatures (T < 25 mK), which were
achievable simply with passive dilution refrigeration. Furthermore,
because the mechanical oscillator was piezoelectric, its strong electrical
response enabled significantly strong coupling to the superconducting
qubit, providing direct control and (destructive) measurement of the pho-
non energy states. These results showed that quantum effects are achiev-
able with a human-fabricated mechanical oscillator. Unfortunately, the
short mechanical lifetimes prevented the manipulation of complex
mechanical states and direct tests of entanglement.

Low frequency (,100-MHz) mechanical oscillators have distinct
advantages: higher quality factors, long phonon lifetimes and large
motional state displacements, which are important for future tests of
quantum theory19. Cavity opto- or electro-mechanical systems4 naturally
offer a powerful method for both cooling and detecting low-frequency
mechanical oscillators22,23. An object whose motion alters the resonance
frequency, vc, of an electromagnetic cavity experiences a radiation pres-
sure force governed by the parametric interaction Hamiltonian:
Ĥint~BGn̂x̂, where G 5 dvc/dx, n̂ is the cavity photon number, and x̂
is the displacement of the mechanical oscillator. By driving the cavity at a
frequency vd, the oscillator’s motion produces upper and lower side-
bands at vd 6 Vm. Because these sideband photons are inelastically
scattered from the drive field, they provide a way to exchange energy
with the oscillator. If the drive field is optimally detuned below the
cavity resonance by an amount D ; vd 2 vc 5 2Vm, photons will be
preferentially up-converted to vc because the photon density of states
is maximal there (Fig. 1b). When an up-converted photon leaves the
cavity, it removes the energy of one mechanical quantum (one phonon)
from the motion. Thus, the mechanical oscillator is damped and cooled
by way of this radiation-pressure force. Because the mechanical motion
is encoded in the scattered photons leaving the cavity, information on
the position of the mechanical oscillator provides a near Heisenberg-
limited measurement of displacement24.

Here we use a cavity electromechanical system where a flexural mode
of a thin aluminium membrane is parametrically coupled to a super-
conducting microwave resonant circuit. Unlike previous microwave
systems, this device achieves large electromechanical coupling by use
of a flexible vacuum-gap capacitor16,25. The oscillator is a 100-nm-thick
aluminium membrane with a diameter of 15mm, suspended 50 nm
above a second aluminium layer on a sapphire substrate25 (Fig. 1).
These two metal layers form a parallel-plate capacitor that is shunted
by a 12-nH spiral inductor. This combination of capacitor and inductor
creates a microwave cavity with a displacement-dependent resonance
frequency centred at vc 5 2p3 7.54 GHz. The device is operated in a
dilution refrigerator at 15 mK, at which temperature aluminium is
superconducting, and the microwave cavity has a total energy decay
rate of k < 2p3 200 kHz. The diameter of the aluminium membrane
and its tension8 produce an Vm of 2p3 10.56 MHz with an intrinsic
damping rate of Cm 5 2p3 32 Hz, or mechanical quality factor
Qm 5 Vm/Cm 5 3.3 3 105. The oscillator mass, m 5 48 pg, implies that
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the zero-point motion is xzp~
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B= 2mVmð Þ

p
~4:1 fm. With a ratio of

Vm/k . 50, our system is deep within the resolved-sideband regime
and well-suited for sideband cooling to the mechanical ground state22,23.

To measure the mechanical displacement, we apply a microwave
field, which is detuned below the cavity resonance frequency by
D 5 2Vm, through heavily attenuated coaxial lines to the feed line
of our device. The upper sideband, now at vc, is amplified with a
custom-built Josephson parametric amplifier26,27 followed by a low-
noise cryogenic amplifier, demodulated at room temperature, and
finally monitored with a spectrum analyser. The thermal motion of
the membrane creates an easily resolvable peak in the microwave noise
spectrum. As described previously27, this measurement scheme con-
stitutes a nearly shot-noise-limited microwave interferometer with
which we can measure mechanical displacement with minimum
added noise close to fundamental limits.

In order to calibrate the demodulated signal to the membrane’s
motion, we measure the thermal noise spectrum while varying the cryo-
stat temperature (Fig. 1c). Here a weak microwave drive (,3 photons in
the cavity) is used in order to ensure that radiation pressure damping
and cooling effects are negligible. When Vm?k?Cm and D 5 2Vm,
the displacement spectral density Sx is related to the observed microwave
noise spectral density S by Sx 5 2(kVm/Gkex)2S/Po, where kex is the

coupling rate between the cavity and the feed line, and Po is the power
of the microwave drive at the output of the cavity. According to equi-
partition, the area under the resonance curve of displacement spectral
density Sx must be proportional to the effective temperature of the
mechanical mode. This calibration procedure allows us to convert the
sideband in the microwave power spectral density to a displacement
spectral density and to extract the thermal occupation of the mech-
anical mode. In Fig. 1c we show the number of thermal quanta in the
mechanical resonator as a function of T. The linear dependence of the
integrated power spectral density with temperature shows that the
mechanical mode equilibrates with the cryostat even for the lowest
achievable temperature of 15 mK. This temperature corresponds to a
thermal occupancy nm 5 30, where nm 5 [exp(BVm/kBT) 2 1]21. The
calibration determines the electromechanical coupling strength,
G/2p5 49 6 2 MHz nm21. With these device parameters, we can
investigate both the fundamental sensitivity of our measurement
and the effects of radiation pressure cooling.

The total measured displacement noise results from two sources: the
membrane’s actual mean-square motion, Sth

x , and its apparent motion,
Simp

x , which is due to imprecision of the measurement. Figure 2a demon-
strates how the use of low-noise parametric amplification significantly
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Figure 1 | Schematic description of the experiment. a, False-colour scanning
electron micrograph showing the aluminium (grey) electromechanical circuit
fabricated on a sapphire (blue) substrate; a 15-mm-diameter membrane is
suspended 50 nm above a lower electrode. The membrane’s motion modulates
the capacitance, and hence, the resonance frequency of the superconducting
microwave circuit. b, A coherent microwave drive (left, vd, shown green in
frequency–amplitude plot below) inductively coupled to the circuit (top)
acquires modulation sidebands (red and blue in plot below) owing to the
thermal motion of the membrane. The upper sideband is amplified with a
nearly quantum-limited Josephson parametric amplifier (filled triangle, right)
within the cryostat. c, The microwave power in the upper sideband provides a
direct measurement of the thermal occupancy of the mechanical mode, which
may be calibrated in situ by varying the temperature of the cryostat (main
panel). The mechanical mode shows thermalization with the cryostat at all
temperatures, yielding a minimum thermal occupancy of 30 mechanical quanta
without using sideband-cooling techniques. Error bars, s.d. Inset, illustration of
the concept of sideband cooling. When the circuit is excited with a detuned
microwave drive such that D 5 2Vm, the narrow line shape of the electrical
resonance ensures that the rate to scatter photons to higher energy C1 (blue
dashed arrow, blue peak) exceeds the rate to scatter to lower energy C2 (red
dashed arrow, red peak). Thus, the net scattering rate C (blue solid arrow)
provides a cooling mechanism for the membrane.
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Figure 2 | Displacement sensitivity in the presence of dynamical back-
action. a, The displacement spectral density Sx measured with (red) and
without (blue) the Josephson parametric amplifier. As the parametric amplifier
greatly reduces the total noise of the microwave measurement, the time
required to resolve the thermal motion is reduced by a factor of 1,000. b, As the
microwave drive power is increased, the absolute displacement sensitivity, Simp

x
improves, reaching a minimum of 5.5 3 10234 m2 Hz21 at the highest power.
c, The parametric coupling rate g between the microwave cavity and the
mechanical mode increases as

ffiffiffiffiffi
nd
p

. This coupling broadens the linewidth of the
mechanical mode C ’m from its intrinsic value of Cm 5 2p 3 32 Hz until it
exceeds the linewidth of the microwave cavity k. d, The relative measurement
imprecision, in units of mechanical quanta, depends on the product of Simp

x and
C ’m. Thus, once the power is large enough that dynamical back-action
overwhelms the intrinsic mechanical linewidth, nimp asymptotically
approaches a constant value (nimp 5 1.9), which is a direct measure of the
overall efficiency of the photon measurement.
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lowers Simp
x , resulting in a reduction in the white-noise background by a

factor of more than 30. This greatly increases the signal-to-noise ratio of
the membrane’s thermal motion, thereby reducing the integration time
required to resolve the thermal peak by a factor of 1,000. To investigate
the measurement sensitivity in the presence of dynamical back-action,
we regulate the cryostat temperature at 20 mK and increase the ampli-
tude of the detuned microwave drive while observing modifications in
the displacement spectral density. We quantify the strength of the drive
by the resulting number of photons nd in the microwave cavity. As
shown in Fig. 2b, the measurement imprecision Simp

x is inversely pro-
portional to nd. At the highest drive power (nd < 105), the absolute
displacement sensitivity is 5.5 3 10234 m2 Hz21.

As expected, the increased drive power also damps and cools the mech-
anicaloscillator3,22,23.ThetotalmechanicaldissipationrateC ’m~CmzC
is the sum of the intrinsic dissipation, Cm, and the radiation-pressure-
induced damping resulting from scattering photons to the upper/lower
sideband, C 5 C1 2 C2, where C 6 5 4g2k/[k2 1 4(D 6 Vm)2]. Here g
is the coupling rate between the cavity and the mechanical mode, which
depends on the amplitude of the drive: g~Gxzp

ffiffiffiffiffi
nd
p

. Figure 2c shows
the measured values of k, g and C ’m as the drive increases. The radi-
ation-pressure damping of the mechanical oscillator becomes
pronounced above a cavity drive amplitude of approximately 75
photons, at which point C ’m~2Cm and the mechanical linewidth
has doubled. Note that the increased damping rate can be switched
off at any time by removing the cooling drive, returning the mechanical
oscillator to its intrinsic quality factor, Qm.

Whereas the absolute value of the displacement imprecision
decreases with increasing power, the visibility of the thermal mech-
anical peak no longer improves once the radiation-pressure force
becomes the dominant dissipation mechanism for the membrane.
By expressing the imprecision as equivalent thermal quanta of the
oscillator, nimp~C ’mSimp

x =8x2
zp, we see that the visibility of the thermal

noise above the imprecision no longer improves once the drive is much
greater than nd < 100 (Fig. 2d). This is because a linear decrease in Simp

x
is balanced by a linear increase in C ’m due to radiation-pressure damp-
ing. The asymptotic value of nimp is a direct measure of the efficiency of
the microwave measurement. Ideally, for a lossless circuit, a quantum-
limited microwave measurement would imply nimp 5 1/4. The incorp-
oration of the low-noise Josephson parametric amplifier improves
nimp close to this ideal limit, reducing the asymptotic value of nimp

from 70 to 1.9 quanta. This level of sensitivity is crucial for resolving
any residual thermal motion when cooling into the quantum regime.

Beginning from a cryostat temperature of 20 mK and a thermal
occupation of nT

m~40 quanta, the fundamental mechanical mode of
the membrane is cooled by radiation-pressure forces. Figure 3a shows
the displacement spectral density of the motional sideband as nd is
increased from 18 to 4,500 photons, along with fits to a Lorentzian
lineshape (shaded areas). As described above, this increased drive
results in three effects on the spectra: lower noise floor, wider reso-
nances and smaller shaded area. Because the shaded area corresponds
to the mean-square membrane displacement, it directly measures the
effective temperature of the mode. At a drive intensity with 4,000
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Figure 3 | Sideband cooling the mechanical mode to the ground state. a, The
displacement noise spectra and Lorentzian fits (shaded regions) for five
different drive powers. With higher power, the mechanical mode is both
damped (larger linewidth) and cooled (smaller area) by the radiation pressure
forces. b, Over a broader frequency span, the normalized sideband noise spectra
clearly show both the narrow mechanical peak and a broader cavity peak due to
finite occupancy of the mechanical and electrical modes, respectively. A small,
but resolvable, thermal population of the cavity appears as the drive power
increases, setting the limit for the final occupancy of the coupled

optomechanical system. At the highest drive power, the coupling rate between
the mechanical oscillator and the microwave cavity exceeds the intrinsic
dissipation of either mode, and the system hybridizes into optomechanical
normal modes. c, Starting in thermal equilibrium with the cryostat at T 5 20
mK, sideband cooling reduces the thermal occupancy of the mechanical mode
from nm 5 40 into the quantum regime, reaching a minimum of
nm 5 0.34 6 0.05. Error bars, s.d. These data demonstrate that the parametric
interaction between photons and phonons can initialize the strongly coupled,
electromechanical system in its quantum ground state.
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photons in the cavity, the thermal occupation is reduced below one
quantum of mechanical motion, entering the quantum regime.

Observing the noise spectrum over a broader frequency range reveals
that in addition to the mechanical Lorentzian peak with linewidth C ’m,
there is also a Lorentzian peak with linewidth k whose area corresponds
to the finite thermal occupation nc of the cavity. Over this range, it is no
longer valid to evaluate the cavity parameters at a single frequency to infer
the spectrum in units of Sx. Instead, Fig. 3b shows the noise spectrum in
units of sideband power normalized by the power at the drive frequency,
S/Po. These two sources of noise, originating from either the mechanical
or the electrical mode, interfere with each other and result in noise
squashing14 and eventually normal-mode splitting28 once 2gwk=

ffiffiffi
2
p

.
Using a quantum-mechanical description applied to our circuit14,24, the
expected noise spectrum as a function of frequency v is:

S~Bv
1
2
znaddz2kex

knc C2
mz4d2� �

z4CmnT
mg2

4g2z kz2j dz~D
� �� �

Cmz2jdð Þ
�� ��2

 !
ð1Þ

where j~
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
{1
p

, d 5 v 2 Vm, ~D~vdzVm{vc, and nadd is added
noise of the microwave measurement expressed as an equivalent number
of microwave photons. Figure 3b shows the measured spectra and cor-
responding fits (shaded regions) to equation (1) as the electromechanical
system evolves first into the quantum regime (nm, nc , 1) and then into
the strong-coupling regime (2g . k/2). The results are summarized in
Fig. 3c, where the thermal occupancy of both the mechanical and elec-
trical modes is shown as a function of nd. For low drive power, the cavity
shows no resolvable thermal population (to within our measurement
uncertainty of 0.05 quanta), as expected for a 7.5-GHz mode at 20 mK.
Although it is unclear whether the observed population at higher drive
power is a consequence of direct heating of the substrate, heating of the
microwave attenuators preceding the circuit, or intrinsic cavity frequency
noise, we have determined that it is not the result of frequency or ampli-
tude noise of our microwave generator, as this noise is reduced far below
the microwave shot-noise level with narrow-band filtering and cryogenic
attenuation (see Supplementary Information). Sideband cooling can
never reduce the occupancy of the mechanical mode below that of the
cavity. Therefore, in order for the system to access the quantum regime,
the thermal population of the cavity must remain less than one quantum.
Assuming Vm?k, the final occupancy of a mechanical mode is28:

nm~nT
m

Cm

k

4g2zk2

4g2zkCm

� �
znc

4g2

4g2zkCm

� �
ð2Þ

This equation shows that for moderate coupling (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kCm

p
=g=k) the

cooling of the mechanical mode is linear in the number of drive
photons. Beyond this regime, the onset of normal-mode splitting abates
further cooling. Here the mechanical cooling rate becomes limited not
by the coupling between the mechanical mode and the cavity, but
instead by the coupling rate k between the cavity and its environment28.
Thus, the final occupancy of the mechanical mode can never be reduced
to lower than nT

mCm=k, and a stronger parametric drive will only
increase the Rabi frequency at which the thermal excitations oscillate
between the cavity and mechanical modes. For our device, as the coup-
ling is increased, we first cool to the ground state and then enter the
strong-coupling regime (nT

mCmvkvg). Once nd exceeds 2 3 104, the
mechanical occupancy converges towards the cavity population,
reaching a minimum of 0.34 6 0.05 quanta. At the highest power drive
(nd 5 2 3 105), the mechanical mode has hybridized with the cavity,
resulting in the normal-mode splitting characteristic of the strong-
coupling regime16,29. This level of coupling is required to use the hybrid
system for quantum information processing. The strong-coupling
regime ensures that quantum states of this combined system may be
manipulated faster than they decohere from spurious interaction with
either electromagnetic or mechanical environments.

Taken together, the measurements shown in Figs 2 and 3 quantify
the overall measurement efficiency of the system. The Heisenberg limit

requires that a continuous displacement measurement is necessarily

accompanied by a back-action force3,13,24, such that
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Simp

x Sba
F

q
§B,

where Sba
F is the force noise spectral density from back-action alone.

From the thermal occupancy and damping rate of the mechanical mode,
we extract a total force spectral density Stot

F ~4BVmmC ’m nmz1=2ð Þ.
By attributing all of Stot

F to back-action, we can place a conserva-
tive upper bound on the imprecision-back-action product withffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Simp
x Stot

F

q
=B~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nimp nmz1=2ð Þ

q
ƒ5:1+0:4. The minimum achiev-

able value with our detuned probe tone (see Supplementary

Information) is
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Simp

x Sba
F

q
~B

ffiffiffi
2
p

, making this experiment a factor of
3.6 away from the Heisenberg-limit for displacement detection, the
narrowest gap achieved to date15,24.

Looking forward, this technology offers a feasible route to achieve
many of the long-standing goals for mechanical quantum systems.
Whereas the resolved-sideband regime is well-suited for efficient side-
band cooling, it makes a simultaneous measurement of both the upper
and lower sideband difficult. By simply increasing the bandwidth of
the cavity, future experiments could feasibly measure the zero-point
motion of the mechanical mode, as well as observe the fundamental
asymmetry between the rates of emission and absorption of phonons1.
Other prospects include quantum non-demolition measurements3

and the generation of entangled states of mechanical motion17,18.
Furthermore, combining this device with a superconducting qubit21

would allow for the direct measurement of the mechanical oscillator’s
energy states and the preparation of arbitrary quantum states of mech-
anical motion30. Because the interaction between the 10.6-MHz mech-
anical mode and the 7.5-GHz microwave cavity is parametric, the
coupling strength is inherently tunable, and can be turned on and
off quickly. Thus, once a quantum state is transferred into the mech-
anical mode, it can be stored there for a time tth~1= nT

mCm
� �

w100 ms
before absorbing one thermal phonon from its environment. As this
timescale is much longer than typical coherence times of super-
conducting qubits, mechanical modes offer the potential for delay
and storage of quantum information. Lastly, mechanical objects pro-
vide a generic system for interacting with a wide range of different
physical systems—ranging from magnetic spins to optical photons—
leading towards future methods for engineering the coherent transfer
of quantum information between vastly different forms of quanta20.

The power and versatility of sideband cooling techniques have
now been used to bring a high quality, macroscopic (,1012 atoms)
low-frequency mechanical oscillator into the quantum regime. This
electromechanical system simultaneously demonstrates ground-state
preparation, strong-coupling and near quantum-limited position
detection, paving the way to accessing the quantum nature of long-
lived motional states.
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